
»SIDELOADERS WITH SUPERIOR LIFTING CAPACITY«

The Hammar™  ”Mega Transfer”
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Modern, effective and safe technology

Why choose a HAMMAR?
With almost 40 years in the industry, made to order and 
experience of customers’ needs across the world, we dare 
to promise quality, safety and service. 

But why choose a sideloader instead of old-fashioned crane 
technology or fork-lift trucks? The answer is simple: time, 
safety and costs.
 When a vehicle comes to the terminal with its container, 
unloading should start – vehicles standing around cost money. 
So why wait for a crane, truck or perhaps have to uncouple a 
trailer? With a HAMMAR the driver him or herself unloads the 
freight in a few minutes and is then able to drive away. This 
means that s/he does not need other people to unload a 
container from his or her vehicle.
 We provide proven and reliable technology which rationa-
lises container handling and makes it more effective, no matter 
where you wish to transfer or transport them. That is why we 
have over 70% of the world market. That is why you choose a 
HAMMAR.

Hammar Maskin – a reliable company
Hammar Maskin is a reliable company which has always grown 
by its own means. This provides the company and its custo-
mers and suppliers with a sound fi nancial base. They can feel 
safe in the knowledge that Hammar Maskin will continue to be 
a reliable partner. Thanks to its good solvency, Hammar Maskin 
has succeeded in obtaining the highest credit rating – AAA 
– from Dun & Bradstreet (Soliditet), for no less than 14 years, 
of which nine were consecutive.

HAMMAR companion truck and trailer

HAMMAR Twinlock HAMMAR Twinlock 
– an example of our patented technology.– an example of our patented technology.

COMPANYCOMPANY

…if HAMMAR is written on …if HAMMAR is written on 
your sideloader, you are safe. your sideloader, you are safe. 
Year after year.Year after year.
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”Wide and high “tunnel” for the companion ”Wide and high “tunnel” for the companion 
vehicle: 3200mm x 1700mm (105 inch x 56 inch)!”vehicle: 3200mm x 1700mm (105 inch x 56 inch)!”

An extremely stable and safe Sideloader

MODELSMODELS

Why choose the 155 Model?Why choose the 155 Model?
The HAMMAR™ “Mega Transfer” is not just an excellent design The HAMMAR™ “Mega Transfer” is not just an excellent design 
when transferring containers to other vehicles, it also gives you an when transferring containers to other vehicles, it also gives you an 
extremely stable and safe Sideloader for all your container handling.extremely stable and safe Sideloader for all your container handling.

Specific advantages for the 155 modeSpecific advantages for the 155 model:
•  The extended stabiliser does not need to be in contact with the  
 companion vehicle.
•  After lunloading, the companion vehicle can drive away without  
 any need to move the HAMMAR.
• Wide and high “tunnel” for the companion vehicle: 
 3200mm x 1700mm (105 inch x 56 inch)!
•  Exceptional stability during loading and unloading due to the  
 extreme outreach of the stabilisers.
• Possibility to support the stabilisers on top of the assisting 
 vehicle, when folding them. The HAMMAR 155 is able support 
 on a companion vehicle as low as 800 mm (26 inch).  

To optimize your HAMMAR for your speci� c need of transportation 
you are also free to choose the standard 151 stabiliser on either the 
front or rear crane.

Of course you can still utilize all other options and extras for the 
HAMMAR 150 series.
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Unrivalled flexibility, safety and capacity

155 SERIES155 SERIES

Optimal solusion  
Optimal solution between
companion truck and trailer.

 Wide tunnel  
1700mm high and 
3200mm wide tunnel.

Excellent
performance 
Excellent performance
in rail operation

Extreme stabilty 
Extreme stability in all
container handling.

For one crane only 
Available for one crane only.
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on The HAMMAR “Mega Transfer” is not just The HAMMAR “Mega Transfer” is not just 
an excellent design when transferring con-an excellent design when transferring con-
tainers to other vehicles, it also gives you an tainers to other vehicles, it also gives you an 
extremely stable and safe Sideloader for all extremely stable and safe Sideloader for all 
your container handling.your container handling.

Stabiliser 
Stabiliser to sit fl at on a
trailer as low as 800 mm.

Solid design  
Solid and safe design tested 
with 52,5 tonnes.



HAMMAR across the world Hammar New Zealand Ltd
Auckland, New Zealand
Tel +64 9 488 99 80
Fax +64 9 488 99 84
info@hammar.co.nz
www.hammar.co.nz

Hammar Lift, Inc.
Laguna Niguel, CA, USA
Tel +1 (949) 716 2513
Fax +1 (949) 716 2514
info@hammarlift.com
www.hammarlift.com

Hammar Australia Pty Ltd
Sydney, Australia
Tel +61 2 4577-7700
Fax +61 2 4577-7711
info@hammar.com.au
www.hammar.com.au

Hammar Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Port Klang, Malaysia
Tel +60 3 3165-6111
Fax +60 3 3165-1188
info@hammar.com.my
www.hammar.com.my 

Hammar Maskin AB
SE-517 95 Olsfors, Sweden
Tel +46 33 29 00 00
Tel +46 771 HAMMAR
Fax +46 33 29 00 01
info@hammar.eu
www.hammar.eu
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